
Socratic Method Exposes P-Con Fraud Series: Based on asking and answering questions to stimulate critical 
thinking and to draw out ideas and underlying presuppositions. 

c/o mayesvara dasa 
(805) 640-0405 

  mdjagdasa@gmail.com

QUESTION: “murder” Is it honorable to cry  based predominantly on feelings, presumptions, and a sever distrust for the GBC when there is no 
reasonable explanation for how the crime was committed?  Is your idea of  accusing others of murder before they are “living in excellence”
found guilty?   How do you justify defying HDG who requested: “Of course, disagreements may be there, but there should not be  

      dissension.”-May 30, 1968  Are anarchists your  -Relationships that Work, p198“True Friends that challenge you to be your best and not sell you short?”

Hey David, 
How has your
relationship 

with the GBC 
been working?
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TrapTrapThe             of Self DECEPTION
      n March of 2020, a
three-year independent investigation of the 20-year poison conspiracy (P-Con) was published as a movie & book called .  DG DECEPTION
claims to have read that study which identified many questions about the alleged P-Con that require answers.  To this date neither DG, or any of the alleged 
illustrious No-Truth-Team even acknowledges the presence of those truth exposing questions.  Instead, he just doubled down with sentiments, prejudices 
and OPINIONS to emote why he believes in the sordid P-Con fraud that DECEPTION uses court-worthy evidence to prove it never could have happened.

(1) This is simply DG's very negative opinion based on his own conspiracy 
suspicions.   Eccentrics also believe that George Bush intentionally conspired 
to bomb the World Trade center on 911 but rational people dismiss those who 
believe such preposterous nonsense as people who suffer from derangement. 

(2) The fact that you unilaterally rule out ALL objections which do not concur 
with your OPINIONS reflects a raw hubris that does not negate their validity. 

(3) More hubris?  This is equivalent to priggishly declaring that those who
      agree with me are sincere, & ALL other vaishnavas who don’t are superficial!
(4) Just another inflated “OPINION” that completely ignores what SP said:

16:07 Srila Prabhupada: NO!  These kind of symptoms are seen when a 
man is poisoned. He said like that, not that I am poisoned.

“The real issue is do we believe our Spiritual Master when he says, 
'Someone is poisoning me'?   Do we believe “NOT that I am poisoned.”
that the words of our Spiritual Master are never wrong?” -SHPM 387

(5) This unmistakably confirms the impudence exposed in comment three.

       he P-Con relies on extrapolating inauspicious motives from good intentions of  
long standing ISKCON leaders.  It attracts support from those who are angry and 
have  unresolved  wounds from traumatic samskaras.  Regardless of how “corrupt” 
one may be, it is NOT evidence of murder.  Those incapable of understanding 
jurisprudence are emotionally inclined to blaspheme Vaishnavas with P-Con 
hyperbole.  That is a violation of the 1st offence and condemned by every 
one of our acharyas.  ISKCON-Bashers tend to be proud and believe they are
more saintly, learned, and ethical than ALL the other Gaudia Vaishna on this side 
of the universe.  Eccentrics rationalize they can ignore court-worthy evidence 
and offend Lord Caitanyas servants because: “Those devotees don't practice 
bhakti purely.”  If they were learned, they would know that is a dire mistake: 

          hira Govinda didn’t know HDG when he departed Nov 14, 1977.  Yet he boldly asserts: “for me,  it is clear Srila Prabhuapda was expressing conditioned soul that I am,
concern that he was being given poison with homicidal intent.”-SPTD 565  After admitting his conditioning, DG then proclaims his emotionally tinged OPINIONS as arrogantly 
as Nico does: The truths related to his disappearance have been  There can be  …how ISKCON handled (P-Con)   someone…deliberately concealed…  no reasonable objection to (my) assertion(s)  I don't see how12 14

(1) (2)

who is sincere… can pose such an argument. Srila Prabhupada was speaking about being deliberately poisoned 2X… someone was giving him poison,  unmistakably expressed … he was being poisoned. 14 15
(3) 4) (5)(

-SPTD p16

        ll great leaders find the good in others and steer them away from their foibles like Srila Prabhupada 
so majestically demonstrated.  Yet DG does just the opposite which is completely unexpected for a man 
who prides himself in leadership.  The contempt expressed in his rationalization below is also astonishing. 
       ,Audio-forensic professionals Cadmium studies, “too much history…of hiding truths from 16 17

(1) (2)  
devotees” “the vast ,  20

 (3) majority of other devotees… are… innocent…ignorant or allowed themselves to be 
inuenced”,21

(4) practically all, connected with the ISKCON organization have been fooled. I get the 21
(5) 

impression it's “this or that.” Decades of agrant, often gross, shameful and repulsive efforts to block 20
(6) 

and obscure Srila Prabhupada's direct relationship with his sincere followers. This has been 23
(7) 

the source of untold anguish, pain and suffering for countless people.-SPTD p23
(8)

(1) Failing to acknowledge the extensive disagreement reported by the paid audio engineers 
is either gross incompetence or obvious evidence of denial.See: #6.No Whisper Evidence

(2) Dr. Morris’s expert opinion was: “NO Joe” could have pulled off the P-Con Plot as 
alleged. It is also an undisputable fact that cadmium was not adequately understood in 
1977 for anyone to have used it as alleged in the P-Con fiction. See #8 Cadmium 1977

(3) Traumatized people see what they feel and are often suspicious of everyone. Nico is 
notorious for lying yet DG heralds his wild propaganda that accuses TKG of killing HDG?

(4) This arrogantly insulting subjective OPINION reeks with insolence defiant of Siksastaka 3. 
(5) A myopic self-serving OPINION that an aware individual would know applies both ways. 
     (6) Either murder occurred or not. Until proved, prejudicial bigotry eclipses DG’s acumen.
     (7) This insinuates an endorsement of the macabre RtVik-Charade which is rejected by 

ALL vaishnava lines as a contrived march towards do-it-yourself hard core mayavadi  
       philosophy. When included here it confirms bitter contempt for Srila Prabhupada’s ISKCON. 
           This is a sensational statement that evokes emotion but has nothing to do with  (8)
                       proving or rationalizing the insidious aparada of accusing TKG of murder.

 
                          ise men understand the prudence of erring on the side of caution, especially 
            before accusing someone of murder and even more so if that person is a Vaishnava!  The 
               haste in which that has been done by those who jumped on the P-Con butchers-block 
                confirms either a deep-seated form of evil, or tremendous failure to understanding how 
               jurisprudence works in the civilized world. Either case is adequate reason to not give 
any credence to the vacuous allegations that characterize what the No-Truth Team publishes. 

     “The scriptures state that even if reprobates, cheaters, hypocrites, 
pretenders, outcastes, and worse take up devotional service, 
needless to say they are still considered to be sadhus. They must not 
be criticized for their past, however terrible it may have been, and they 
                           cannot be barred from being accepted as Vaisnava devotees. 
                                  nor can their devotion be deprecated.” 
                                    -Narrotam Dasa Thakura, Madhurya-Kadambani, Third Wave. 
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I Dhira Govinda’s (DG) Critique of DECEPTION research!
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